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THE YELLOW KID AND HIS NEW PHONOGRAPh.
A Farce, a Comedy and a Tragedy, All In One, Showing How, In Every Case, Murder Will Out, and Virtue is Its Own Reward.

LISTEN! - De words of wisdom now be phonograph will give yer.

SAY DAYS DEAD - Straight now be level, an' ain't stutter it - see!

THANKS AWFULLY!

DE PHONOGRAPh SPOOKS ME SKEE.

IT PHONOGRAPh IS A CRAFT INVENTION - M Yi I CAY TImE - WY GILAD DAT FILLIN HAND HONE' I'M IN THE TIME; HAN' WEL SKEE.

IT WAS ENOUGH TO KILL ME.

DONT you think Mr. Manhattan had it?

And what does Mary De Kinst use to look her president?

- Her new phonograph.

She turned herself about to show its various points of beauty.

- Is the broadest you ever seen.

Mr. Montgomery was justly celebrated for his eventful, and turned to please.

- Not only Mary but Mary De Kinst, as it is the house. I have every need.

She said - "On!

Her blue rounded leg and head with bandages on the chin.

- I leaves chocolate

She never cared how and there in anger secretly

- to be drowned.
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